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For Immediate Release  

FileReplicationPro Releases Scripting Architecture - 
Supporting MS SQL Backup and Hot Standby 

Lawrence, NY - March 13, 2008 - FileReplicationPro, the leading cross platform 
application for file replication and synchronization, announced today the release of a new 
version of their software (v5.1).  The major new feature in this release is the ability to trigger 
the running of custom scripts either before or after a replication job has been completed. 
Using this architecture, it is possible to provide a simple, automated and highly cost effective, 
off-site backup of databases such as MS SQL. Additionally, utilizing FileReplicationPro's core 
replication technology, it is possible to create a hot standby of the database for disaster 
recovery. To find out more about this capability as well as some examples of how to use it, 
please visit http://www.filereplicationpro.com/mssql-backup-custom-scripting.cfm.  

"Facilitating the integration of FileReplicationPro into other critical processes, such as 
database backup and creating a hot standby, has been our number one requested feature," 
said FileReplicationPro EVP of Products Kuty Shalev. “The new Scripting Architecture provides 
all the flexibility our customers need. Moreover, since it supports any scripting language and 
is fully integrated into FileReplicationPro's web administration console, using it couldn't be 
simpler." 

FileReplicationPro is the leading native cross platform provider of file replication and 
synchronization software. It is used by hundreds of companies, from small businesses to 
large enterprises and government organizations, handling terabytes of data across millions of 
files to solve a variety of business problems, including Offsite Data Backup, Branch Office 
Synchronization and Web Content Distribution. With advanced bit level copy algorithms, 
FileReplicationPro is able to replicate and synchronize data rapidly with efficient use of 
network and system resources.  Based on standard communication protocols, 
FileReplicationPro works across most local or wide area networks and with native cross 
platform support is effective regardless of the operating system on which the files reside. 
 

 

About Diasoft Corporation 

For the past 20 years, Diasoft Corporation has been providing clients with complex 
system and networking integration solutions. Diasoft responds to the needs of small business 
owners, Fortune 500 Companies and government agencies by enabling them to easily control 
distribution, offsite data backup and synchronization of their files.  Diasoft’s FileReplicationPro 
provides a simple and quick way to protect computer data on every operating system.  For 
more information, please visit http://www.filereplicationpro.com.  

 


